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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
22,2 (1981) 
ON A CONNECTEDNESS PROPERTY OF THE COMPLEMENTS 
OF ZERONEIGHBOURHOODS IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
P. OSWALD 
Abstract. V, Klee E13 proved that for every topologi-
cal vector space X there exists a base of zero-neighbour-
hoods i\]\ whose complements are connected. More exactly, it 
was shown that,each pair of points x,ye X\U can be joined 
by a 8-gon contained in X\U. In this note we give the final 
answer to a related question <jf V. Klee £13 by showing trjat 
in the above result the 8-gon s can be replaced by 2-gon s 
for arbitrary X. 
Key wyds: Topological linear spaces, connected sets. 
Classification: 46A15, 28A20 
In this note we give the complete answer to a question 
of V. Klee [13 concerning connectedness properties of the 
complements of neighbourhoods of zero (nz) in a real separa-
ted topological vector space (tvs). 
Theorem. Let X be a tvs with dim X|£2. Then every nz 
V c X contains a nz U satisfying the following property: 
(A) Each pair of points xf y belonging to the comple-
ment X \ U of U can be joined by a 2-gon in X\U. More exact-
ly, there exists a point z so that Lx,z3utz,y3 c X\ U. 
(B|y txfyj we denote the line segment -tocx + (I-oc)yfo6e COf33i , 
and a n-gon is defined as an arc composed of n (or fewer) 
line segments.) 
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If in the formulation of the theorem the 2-gon s are re-
placed by 8-gon's we get a known weaker result obtained by 
V. Klee in 1964 (see £lj, Theorem A). In LI] he also asks 
whether the number 8 can be reduced for general tvs* Partial 
results in this direction were stated by V. Klee £11 for lo-
cally convex and locally bounded tvs, and, recently, by T. 
Riedrich £33 for the space S(0,1) of measurable functions. 
The above stated theorem improves these known results and, 
clearly, cannot be sharpened for any tvs X. 
Proof of the theorem. Our proof is quite elementary, 
the reader can find the used facts from the theory of tvs and 
about convex sets in finite-dimensional tvs, for example, in 
standard sources like £43 reap. L 21 * 
If 24dim X < CD then X is isomorphic to the Euclidean 
space R11 (X32R11) for some n£2« In this case the assertion of 
the theorem is obvious. 
Let dim X * oo , and fix an arbitrary 2-dimensional (li-
near) subspace KcX. For any given nz V c X the set Vr\E is a 
2 
nz.in E^R • Therefore, we can find a compact convex nz 
C c E in E, and a closed nz V c X such that 
o * o 
(1) E n V c C C S A V , V C V , 
0 0 * o 
Furthermore, l e t U c X be a starshaped nz with 
(2) U + U + II + U C V . 
O 0 0 0 0 
Now we define the se t 
(3) U + C U ( U . conv(U n F ) ) 
0 F g f O 
where $ denotes the set of all 3-dimensional subspaces of X 
containing E (conv A stands for the convex hull of a set A, 
and A for the closure of A). In the following we will prove 
that U has the properties stated in the formulation of the 
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theorem. 
Step 1. To show that U is a nz in X with U c V it is 
sufficient to verify the inclusions 
(4) U 0cUcV 0uC Q (cV). 
In virtue of (1),(2) we have z e CQc U for any z6UQr.E. 
If Z G UQ\ E then define the 3~dimensional subspace F * F(z) 
- span(z,E) e f containing z. We have zeFnU y and (3) im-
plies zc U v Therefore., UQcU has been proved. 
The inclusion Uc V Q U CQ will be obtained by demonstrat-
ing the relation conv(UQA F)c V for arbitrary F e # .It 
is well-known that every point xeconv M, where M is a set 
in R"% can be represented by the convex combination of at 
most 4 points of M (Carath^odory's theorem for R , see C2J, 
p. 23). Because PnU is a starshaped set in F2£.£r, now it 
follows by (2) that convCUonF) c (FA UQ)+(FnU0)+(Fn U ) + (.Po UQ)c 
O 0 
Thus (4) is completely proved*, 
Step 2. The following relations are obvious from the 
construction of the nz U (see (1) - (3)): If F € & then 
(5) U n F - conv(UonF)UCQ. 
Furthermore, we have 
(6) UnE « C0. 
Step 3* For an a r b i t r a r y but fixed point x e X \ U define 
the s e t 
(7) A a A(X) = 4z€E;Cx ,z l c : X \ U } (c E) . 
The aim of the considerations of the steps 3 and 4 is to show 
that there are two linear independent functionals g. belon-
ging to the topological dual apace B* of E, and real numbers 
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^i ouch ^ j t 
(8) lg±> p j l » { l c i S g i ( s ) > | 5 i l c A * A ( X ) , i » 1 ,2 . 
In this step we consider the case when x e (Xx u)n B. 
From (6) i t follows that x # C Q . Because C0c 1-S.f-
2 i s compact 
and convex, the set 
B • -Cgel*:g(x)^g(y) for a l l yeC0$ 
i s non-empty and open in the topology of 1 * (£H*A« Therefo-
re we can find two l inear independent g i ^ B e l * , and putting 
fi>i * « i (* ) t i * 1 ,2 , we get ( 8 ) . Indeed, i f uelg^> p^l then 
g i (o^s+( l -oc)x) « ^ g i ( s ) • ( l - o c ) g i ( x ) ^ g i ( x ) ^ ^ i ( y ) , o c e t O f 1 3 f 
for a l l y ^ C 0 ( i « 1 ,2 ) . Thus, Cx , s jc M\QQc X\ U» 
Step 4. Now l e t x € (X^UJNX. Consider the subspace F • 
P(x) * span(x,B) € $ . Let f $ ? * be the functional s a t i s -
fying Ker f » 1 , and f 0 (x) » 1 . f i r s t we show that 
(9) C * c o n v ( U 0 n F ) n i y £ F : 0 * f 0 ( y ) * l • f0(x)? 
i s a compact convex set in P. Obviously, Cc F-^Ir i s convex,, 
c losed, and starshaped (with respect to zero) . I f we assume 
that C i s unbounded then i t follows immediately from the men-
tioned properties that C contains a certain ha l f - l ine begin-
ning at sero. According to (9) th i s ha l f - l ine belongs to 1 « 
s Ker f . Therefore, CrMcC i s unbounded, which contradicts 
O , v 
the boundedness of CQ. Thus, C is bounded (and compact), too. 
How consider the set 
^ « itc F* :f (x)> f (y) for all yc C|. 
Because of the established properties of C the set B is non-
empty and open in the topology of F*flfHr. This yields that 
one can find three, linear independent functionals f . c B c P ^ , 
j * 1,2,3. Therefore, under the functionals fjIs^E* there 
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are two linear independent ones which we denote by gi (with-
out loss of generality, assume that g^ s fi{f)t i * lf<-« Fi-
nally, the reals (î  will be chosen in such a way that we ha-
ve /JiSfi(x), and (^i>gi(y) for all y e C Q (i • lf2). 
Hence, tgi> A i ^ A C i ~ $t *&& analogously to the consi-
derations in step 3 we get tx,z3cf\C for all points me 
Cgi> ft>jlt i * 1,2, But from (9) and the relation (5) it be-
comes clear that for z e S w e have £x,zlc XMJ iff z^C Q and 
tx fi3c?\C. Therefore, (8) is completely proved. 
Step 5. To finish the proof of the theorem we mention 
that the property (A) is equivalent to the relation A(x) o 
oA(y)+0t where xf y are arbitrary two points of X\U. But 
this follows at once by (8) and the fact that the intersec-
tion of two half-planes tg ;> $1 and C2f >• /31 is empty, may be, 
in the case of linear dependent functionals g and g, only. 
Thus, the theorem is proved in full detail. 
Remark. As it was pointed out to us by T. Jerofsky, the 
following statement of, may be, independent interest holds 
true: Let X be a tvs with dim X * oo , and S be an arbitrary 
but fixed n-dimensional subspace of X (n = 1,2,...). Then the-
re exists a base of zero-neighbourhoods in X whose intersec-
tions with every (n+1)-dimensional subspace of X containing 
I are convex sets. To show this it suffices to modify slight-
ly the construction given above. 
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